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ABSTRACT

With rates of asylum seekers increasing across decades worldwide, why do high- and middle-income countries persistently adopt more restrictive asylum policies? By analyzing data from the cases of Canada and Turkey (1988–92), this study shows that domestic policy preferences of decision-makers and refugee determination systems constitute the factors with the highest impact on restrictive asylum policy-making. Through the use of latent content analysis of primary historical documents and elite and expert interviews and an innovative application of the ADVIAN classification method of impact analysis, this study claims that interactions among institutions are critical for the changes a country’s asylum policy. Conclusions of this study challenge existing research to move beyond monocausal explanatory schemes for understanding restrictive asylum policy trends and engage with complex frameworks accounting for interacting factors.
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Introduction

The diverse responses of industrialized countries to the 2015 refugee crisis thrust one question into the center of academic, policy-making, media and public debates: what determines asylum policy change? Academics concur that over the last 25 years asylum policies in industrialized countries have become increasingly restrictive while numbers of asylum seekers have grown.1 The UNHCR (United Nations High Commissioner of Refugees) 2017 statistics report that only one percent of the world’s refugees were offered resettlement in industrialized countries.2 Though migration regimes appear to have become more liberal in some countries, close examination reveals that they too have become more selective and restrictive particularly
favoring highly skilled and employable individuals. Various scholars have explained why industrialized countries choose the more restrictive asylum policy route by referring to a country’s historical experience in general, the international context, or mass influx of refugees the 1980s, which resulted in a ‘backlash’ in the 2000s. Those who focus on the ambiguity of international law on international protection further argue that national politics defines the domestic interpretation of international law for states’ practices. Others propose that both migration policies and asylum policies become more restrictive due to the receiving society’s opinions around migration flows and the political rise of the ‘radical right’. Still other researchers present restrictive asylum policies as an austerity measure and as a response to scarcity in economically challenging times. Then, some caution that this trend could be the result of more than simply a response to ‘severe strain’.

The literature discusses border control policies and the ‘thickening’ of borders as a type of increased restriction in asylum policies. These restrictions have been discussed as a response to the problem of the ‘liberal paradox’ and the challenge to sovereign borders represented by the human rights of asylum seekers who have entered countries of asylum. Benhabib explains that ‘there is a constitutive dilemma in the attempt of modern nation states to justify their legitimacy through recourse to universalist moral principles of human rights which then get particularistically circumscribed’. The arrival of asylum seekers and their claims to human rights challenge nations’ sovereign right to grant or refuse access to their territories. In response to this challenge, states have developed ‘thick borders’ through mechanisms such as safe third-country agreements, the Pacific Solution, the European Border and Coast Guard Agency (FRONTEX) and the European Asylum Support Office (EASO) in the European Union (EU), and the Stockholm Program.

Yet, none of these propositions provides a complete explanation as to why all industrialized countries are on a decades long trajectory of gradual and greater asylum policy restriction, particularly considering these countries host only 20 percent of the world’s refugees, and that those refugees tend to be applying for reasons of political persecution mostly individually and/or with their dependents, rather than as masses fleeing severe or violent conflict. In 2015, the attempts by Syrians and others to reach Europe in large numbers unsettled this pattern because most moving toward Europe were passing through safe third-countries and not arriving directly from the area of conflict. European countries immediately aimed to design restrictive policies both individually and collectively by involving the third-country, Turkey, through several new mechanisms, one of which was the EU-Turkey Statement.

This study suggests that greater explanation for the restrictive trajectory of asylum policies might be found in the analysis of institutional factors and interactions among them. This research fills a gap in the literature on
asylum policy change in three ways. First, the study investigates propositions for explaining restrictive policy change beyond political explanations such as the move of politics to the right in receiving states, economic explanations such as asylum seekers challenging the budgets of host industrialized societies, and the sweeping historical justifications such as past negative experience dealing with large numbers of refugees. This study, alternatively, proposes to use a comparative explanatory framework for the countries examined that accounts for asylum law, refugee determination system, domestic policy preferences of decision-makers, international context, historical experience and local capacity. Second, this study utilizes an impact analysis of data collected through latent content analysis of primary historical documents, published reports and legal documents as well as interviews with policy elites involved in the management of responses to the 1988–92 asylum flows and experts who work on asylum policy in each of the cases. Third, this research compares Turkey and Canada which share asylum policy contexts that present similarities for comparison, however, differ significantly in terms of their trajectory in their approach to refugee status determination and settlement processes. In doing so, this study paves the way for further research into the reasons behind restrictive asylum policy trends for all countries targeted by asylum seekers across the world.

The article continues with a note on case selection and methodology, then analyzes the data from each case country. A discussion follows on comparative findings for Canada and Turkey and concludes with reflections on, as well as implications for, current and future asylum policy processes. Overall, this study finds that for both case countries, the design of a country’s refugee determination system is the critical factor in shaping a country’s asylum policy response at a given point in time. The design of the refugee determination system is itself highly influenced by domestic policy preferences of decision-makers. In this research, domestic policy preferences of decision-makers constitute more than the political orientation of the governing party at the time of policy change. This factor is constructed through a combination of dynamics embedded in the country’s approach to international protection as well as the existing policy-makers’ preferences and the policy tools available for addressing the asylum related challenges. Domestic policy-makers mediate the extent to which historical experience and international context are incorporated into the policy processes and outputs thereby influencing the refugee determination system.

**Research design and methodology**

This study relies on a diverse case study design. Diverse case studies allow for comparative analysis of cases that represent ‘in the minimal sense … a full variation in [a] population’ or set of cases. Through analysis of cases
representing the greatest variation, inferences can be made about all the cases in the set. For this study, the set of possible case countries includes those that experience asylum inflows and have the following set of characteristics: industrialized, asylum seeker and refugee hosting, middle to high income, members to a set of international organizations among which are the OECD, NATO, WTO (World Trade Organization), G20, UNHCR, and IOM (International Organization for Migration). Canada and Turkey, as diverse cases from this set, represent ‘a full variation’ or cases with the greatest differences within this set. Analysis of Canada and Turkey as diverse cases, therefore, has explanatory power over the larger set of case countries represented here.

Canada has been categorized as a country of immigration, and Turkey has been a country of immigration which experienced different types of flows in the post-1950s. Turkey is a country of first asylum, facilitating resettlement to third countries, while Canada is a country of resettlement, often resettling refugees who have been under protection in Turkey or other countries of first asylum. Canada is geographically remote with regard to asylum flows, surrounded by three oceans and sharing a land border with only the US. Turkey, on the other hand, shares a land border with five low- and medium-income countries in the Middle East and two more countries in Europe. Migration flows, produced for different reasons, generally move across Turkey from East to West. Whether resulting in transit flows or en masse temporary refuge, conflicts in countries to the southeast and east of Turkey have resulted in mass asylum flows that have entered Turkey since the 1970s.

While both Canada and Turkey are signatories to the UN Convention on Refugees and the subsequent 1967 Protocol, Turkey has always maintained a geographical restriction stipulating that it will resettle refugees as defined in the 1951 Convention, as only those escaping conflict in Europe. Yet, Turkey has consistently received people fleeing conflict in their home countries from the east (non-European countries). Therefore, Turkey has shouldered the responsibility of international protection, if not as a country of resettlement then as a country of first asylum, often for months and even years. Canada and Turkey have been recognized by the UNHCR numerous times over the past decade years as among the top 15 refugee hosting industrialized countries.

While the Scandinavian countries, particularly Sweden, could also have been examined as diverse cases compared to Turkey, for the time period being evaluated, Sweden experienced a very high number of asylum applications, approximately equivalent to 2 percent of its population at the time. Since Turkey represents a country that experienced a mass influx between 1988 and 1992, the case most diverse would need to have experienced less of an influx during those years than Turkey. Therefore, Canada was selected, and not Sweden, as asylum applications to Canada over the 5
years totaled the equivalent of approximately 0.5 percent of its total population.\textsuperscript{22} With the aim to study asylum seeker and refugee receiving countries on a trajectory of more restrictive asylum policies, this study comparatively analyzes policy responses in Canada and Turkey for the 1988–92 period. Cross-border mobility in general increased toward the end of the 1980s and the beginning of the 1990s. By focusing on this period, the research accounts for the international context created by the fall of the Berlin Wall, the opening of Eastern European countries, beginnings of the Yugoslav Wars and the Gulf Wars among the set of factors to be considered as impacting asylum policy change from the international level. Scholars of asylum policy and data from the interviewees mark this period (1988–92) as a defining period for the study of refugee status determination processes in Turkey for several reasons. The dynamics of refugee status determination policy change became stark with the mass influx from Iraq. In this period, Turkey’s asylum policy responded to the international context while pursuing domestic preferences around maintaining the geographical limitation, ensuring national security concerns around who crosses its borders and promoting preferential policies for admitting those with ethnic Turkish identity.\textsuperscript{23} For Canada, 1988–92 was also a defining period in which domestic concerns focused on increasing immigration while countering what was seen as fraudulent or exploitative use of the asylum process.\textsuperscript{24} At the time, Canada was also receiving increasing numbers of asylum applications from people coming through the US.\textsuperscript{25} While ‘immigration levels in the years 1986–90 rose sharply above the levels of the previous decade’,\textsuperscript{26} a Supreme Court of Canada case decision created increased pressure on the capacity of Canada’s refugee determination system.\textsuperscript{27} Data for this study was collected from elite interviews, primary historical documents including pertinent legal texts for Canada and Turkey, reports from various national and international organizations as well as parliamentary reports including minutes from committees working on international protection and migration and circulars in both countries. These texts were coded using a study-specific codebook designed for latent content analysis.\textsuperscript{28} The coding values used corresponded to the scoring structure of the ADVIAN classification scheme for impact analysis.\textsuperscript{29} This classification allows for the examination of impact, intensity of impact and relationships between and amongst factors and actors involved in a system. In this study, that system is the asylum system. Additionally, because ADVIAN classification produces calculated measures of impact, diverse cases can more usefully be compared with one another. Furthermore, systems delineated with the same factors can be compared across time.\textsuperscript{30} The ADVIAN classification is presented in a table format where actors and factors are displayed and their relationships in terms of impact are shown
numerically based on a 0–3 scale (0 = no impact; 1 = low impact; 2 = medium impact; 3 = high impact). This score is a qualitative score based on the latent content analysis. The tables below show the six factors’ active and passive scores including overall or total active and passive impact. The factor scoring the highest along the active axis is considered the factor asserting the greatest influence. The factor scoring highest along the passive axis is considered the factor receiving the greatest influence. The factor with the highest combined active and passive score becomes the critical factor in the system; this factor is the one that when changed can affect the greatest cumulative change in the system.\textsuperscript{31}

In order to create a generalizable set of factors, with potential utility across very different cases and time periods, each factor represents a broader definition and then a specific set of variables in each specific country or time. Parameters for each factor are outlined in Table 1.

**Canada**

Scholars suggest that Canada’s immigration policy ‘has evolved in relation to three main goals: nation-building and expansion of the economy and population; the needs of the contemporary labor market; and the long-term integration of immigrants.’\textsuperscript{32} Such goals for immigration policy are distinct

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Factors in the asylum system.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FACTORS IN THE ASYLUM SYSTEM</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Asylum Law</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes national laws governing definitions, processes, rights of and responsibilities towards asylum seekers as well as whether or not a country is signatory to the 1951 Convention and 1967 Protocol and how those international standards are translated into national law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Refugee determination system</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes whatever system, organizations, persons, guidelines and protocols are employed to make determinations on the legal and administrative status of asylum seekers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes immigration and asylum policies and policy responses as well as policies relating to or influencing asylum policy; in addition, domestic policy preferences may include issues or interests that arise that affect asylum policy or its implementation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>International context</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes events and relationships among nation-states and international organizations with respect to asylum or issues that affect asylum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Historical experience</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes a country’s past profile for taking refugees (international expectations) moderated by whether or not past refugees have been assisted or integrated successfully – whether or not a country will see more refugees as manageable or an unmanageable burden; this also includes the social and political conception of ‘refugee’ and understanding of ‘how to treat’ a refugee (for example in need of hospitality and safety or as a potential threat to local society)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Local capacity</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Includes both willingness of local community to absorb refugee flows and a country’s economic capacity overall (# of refugee applicants/GDP per capita – housing, support programs, services provided, etc.)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
from the rationale for international protection as outlined by the Geneva Convention. Therefore, Canada’s commitment to resettle refugees has required a specific set of institutions and practices for which some are under the Ministry of Immigration and others are designed to be independent.

Canada created an independent quasi-judicial tribunal in 1989 called the Immigration and Refugee Board of Canada (IRB) charged with assessing asylum claims from the inland system, or spontaneous arrivals. While the UNHCR has maintained an office in Canada, it is only peripherally involved in the inland system as an official observer and has cooperated in particular matters of resettlement. The last component of the Canadian asylum system is border control. Canadian border officers have been empowered under and responsible for enacting a number of different asylum laws and regulations. The Immigration Act of 1976 governed the movement of people across Canadian borders for the period under study.

While each institution played a part in the asylum system, the largest part of the Canadian system resided within the process of refugee status determination through the IRB. When a person arrived with an asylum claim at the Canadian border and was found admissible, she/he was directed to go to the nearest IRB office in person. Offices were located in major Canadian cities: Montreal, Toronto, and Vancouver. The asylum seeker was given three days to report to an office to present his/her claim to the Refugee Protection Division (RPD) previously called the Committee for Refugee Determination Division (CRDD). It was with the creation of the IRB that Canada was able to implement the 1985 Supreme Court decision, also known as the Singh decision.33 This decision ruled that the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms applied not only to Canadians but to anyone on Canadian soil. The Singh decision stipulated that under the Canadian Constitution, all asylum seekers at some point within their claims process had the right to an oral hearing. The adjudication process within the IRB followed the format of an administrative tribunal which differed from other adversarial processes in that the IRB Member(s) adjudicating the case shouldered the burden of understanding and assisting the claimant by providing any necessary information.34 If the claim was refused at the IRB, the claimant had the right to request a judicial review of the decision which was carried out by the Federal Court.35 If a claim was rejected and upheld through a court decision, the claimant was to be removed from Canada provided that return to the claimant’s country of origin did not constitute breaking the principle of non-refoulement.

Table 2 shows levels of impact each factor exerts within the system. The two factors exerting the most influence over the system (highest total active impact) are asylum law and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers. The factor receiving the most influence (highest total passive impact) is the refugee determination system. The critical factor with the highest combined
Table 2. Canadian asylum system: impact analysis results for 1988–92.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CANADA</th>
<th>Asylum law</th>
<th>Refugee determination system</th>
<th>Historical experience</th>
<th>International context</th>
<th>Local capacity</th>
<th>Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers</th>
<th>ACTIVE SUMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVE</td>
<td>Asylum law</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Refugee determination system</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Historical experience</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>International context</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Local capacity</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PASSIVE TOTALS</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
active and passive total is the refugee determination system (11, 5) followed closely by domestic policy preferences of decision-makers (7, 7).

The high active scoring for asylum law can be attributed to the appeals process built into the Canadian asylum system. That appeals process, through which the Singh decision was made, produced a significant change in Canada’s determination system. The high active score for domestic policy preferences of decision-makers appears due to a combination of government influences at various institutional levels. While the IRB was designed as an independent tribunal, the support staff were responsible to the Minister of Immigration. Additionally, the budget for the IRB was provided by the Ministry. Within the framework of Canadian immigration (1988–92), the Minister had significant and ‘uncontrolled discretionary power … potentially the last word on every individual case’ regarding decisions of admission and deportation.

Through such decision-maker influence, general immigration policies, such as concerns over a migrant’s ability to integrate, could take precedence over the measures used to determine an asylum seeker’s qualification as a Convention refugee. Because Canada is a geographically remote country, it has not received mass influxes of asylum seekers as have countries that border conflict zones. Between 1990 and 1992, Canada received asylum claims numbering 36,208, 30,552, and 37,743 respectively. Comparably, Canada resettled 39,651 refugees in 1990–91 and 35,463 refugees in 1991–92. Due to the amount of time required to adjudicate an asylum claim, annual claims did not correspond directly to resettlement statistics. However, the numbers show that Canada was receiving a relatively consistent number of claims and resettling a very similar number of refugees. This suggests that asylum seeker producing conflicts in the international context had a low impact on the Canadian system. Local capacity also had a low impact on the system as Canada is a very large country that did not experience resource challenges in resettling refugees.

The highest passive factor and overall critical factor scores for refugee determination system can also be attributed to the large multi-year problem that was the Backlog. The backlog was ‘a legacy of the previous system [before the IRB] … in the form of a backlog of at least 85,000 claims involving over 100,000 people, all of whom had made refugee claims before January 1989’. In addition, the estimates for work hours needed at the IRB to clear the backlog and the reality were quite different. The 1990 IRB Annual Report pointed out that ‘the IRB faced an annual caseload double than originally anticipated when the Board was first established [just two years previous]’. According to Immigration and Employment Canada’s Annual Report 1990–91, there were 36,208 asylum claims made to Canada’s inland system in 1990, whereas 1989 claims numbered 20,268. All of these claims were being addressed through the IRB. These numbers did not include the backlog which was simultaneously being addressed through a special
The near doubling of claims in just one year represented significant pressure on the Canadian asylum system. Timely processing plans also created pressure on the refugee status determination system as seen in one of the main objectives in the annual report of Employment at Immigration Canada (EIC). It states that EIC aims ‘to respond in a timely manner to applications for immigration or refugee status’. In addition, ‘the Minister stated that the clearance [of the backlog] would be completed within two years’, thereby constituting additional decision-maker pressure on the adjudication process. The 1990 IRB Annual report states that ‘[t]he most important issue currently affecting the (CRDD) Division is its ability to determine claims for refugee status in an expeditious and fair manner given the large number of claimants that continue to enter the country’. Therefore, the backlog represented pressure on the determination system through three factors: domestic policy preferences of decision-makers (to complete the claims quickly and affordably), historical experience (previous years had not been processed effectively enough), and asylum law (the Supreme Court of Canada decision stipulated part of the adjudication process).

The IRB impacts the score for the refugee determination system. The IRB, as a quasi-judicial independent tribunal, is independent of the government in terms of adjudicating asylum claims. However, policy preferences of decision-makers who can define the role and composition of the IRB influence the functioning of the IRB with respect to implementing asylum policy. Members are appointed by the Minister of Immigration. In the mid-1990s, Member appointments were scrutinized to determine whether they had been based on merit or not. IRB Members being reappointed were questioned on their application and appointment process. Scrutiny persisted in subsequent years. In a public rebuttal to an opinion piece in the media, the IRB Chairperson, Brian Goodman responded to comments that Members’ appointments were ‘selected as much for their political connections as for their credentials’ in a parliamentary committee meeting:

The Government appoints IRB members from a list of candidates qualified by a Selection Advisory Board. Candidates undergo a transparent merit-based selection process which includes screening for suitability, a written test, an interview and reference checks. The IRB Chairperson recommends only those candidates who successfully complete this process.

In addition to appointed independent Members (Chairperson, Executive Board Members and the regular Members (case officers and adjudicators)) the IRB administrative staff, including the Executive Director, have always been employees of the Government of Canada. Because the governmental employees were directly influenced by government changes and funding, the critical view is that IRB Members were then indirectly influenced by the
government through the staffing thereby preventing the tribunal from being truly independent.51

According to the IRB, the pacing and level of its caseload was dictated by the Ministry as regulated by the existing legislation. In more explicit terms ‘the CRDD is dependent upon Immigration Canada Case Presenting Officers and adjudicators who are responsible for scheduling claims, bringing cases forward to the panel and determining whether or not the Minister’s representative will concede or contest each case’.52 Therefore, domestic policy preferences of decision-makers, as represented by Ministry involvement in the presenting of caseloads, inquiry into Member appointments, and direct federal funding of the organization and its employees can be scored as having a medium impact on the refugee status determination system. Because the adjudication of claims was a highly structured, evidence-based decision-making process, it can be argued that there is still a level at which adjudication can be independent from the influences of domestic policy preferences of decision-makers.

Turkey

Turkey’s general immigration policy has been primarily focused on nation-building since the beginning of the Republic in 1923.53 Additionally, ‘Turkey aimed to facilitate the movement of foreigners into its territory in the period between 1990 and 2010’.54 Until 1994, asylum policy response in Turkey was governed by components of a number of different national laws: Law 2510 (Law on Settlement), Law 5682 (Passport Law), Law 5683 (Law on the Stay and Travel of Foreigners). Turkey’s migration policies more generally were subject to ‘administrative discretion due to the dispersed nature of the legislation prior to the April 2013 Law on Foreigners and International Protec (LFIP)’.55 According to a Turkish legal scholar specializing in Turkish migration law, ‘refugee’ was a neglected concept in the laws governing the movement and rights of foreigners in Turkey until 2013 when Turkey introduced the LFIP.56 In addition, while Turkey became, and still is, a signatory to the 1951 Convention and the 1967 Protocol, Turkey has maintained the geographical restriction which stipulates that Turkey will only resettle refugees coming from conflict in Europe. As a consequence, Turkey developed an active working relationship with the UNHCR57 which has been responsible for refugee status determination for asylum applications made by non-Europeans. Moreover, asylum seekers who received a favorable refugee status determination had to relocate, with the assistance of the UNHCR, to a third country for resettlement. As a Convention signatory that maintains the geographical restriction, Turkey maintains a legal commitment to non-refoulement and has a history of acting as a country of first asylum to non-European asylum seekers.
Between 1988 and 1992, when over 500,000 Iraqis fled the war in Iraq and entered Turkey, no specific asylum policy had been developed yet. Additionally, up until the arrival of the Iraqis, ‘Turkish parliament [had] never enacted a law comprehensively regulating asylum and related issues’.58 The Turkish government responded to the late 1980s influx by establishing an Administration Center under the State Ministry with a State Minister provisionally assigned to watch over the implementation of the measures. The Administration Center was created to enable efficient coordination among the ministries and other institutions attending to the mass influx as well as ensure flow of information across all levels of administration about problems arising and solutions devised.59 Additionally, there were Local Communication Units as well as Coordination and Support Centers established in six municipalities in eastern Turkey. These local institutions mainly focused on providing humanitarian assistance while the UNHCR, working within Turkey, was involved in asylum procedures, refugee status determination and resettlement.60 The Turkish case is characterized by tension amongst the factors constituting the asylum system. For the 1988–92 period, with asylum law not yet been designed to deal with the mass influx, particularly from non-European countries, there was no nationally administered refugee determination system for this group. The actors and organizations that comprised the asylum system responded provisionally and had to manage complex communication streams sometimes differing in interpretation of ‘the rules’ that regulated domestic implementation of international protection obligations.61 Additionally, as of the 1990s, conflicts in surrounding geographical areas began producing larger refugee flows than previously experienced by Turkey. This resulted in high pressure on the Turkish asylum system in the period under study.

In Table 3, the highest total active impact, historical experience (10), is attributable to Turkey’s experience of mass influx beginning in 1980 when ‘Iranians [entered Turkey] fleeing the new regime in Iran… [for which] Turkey adopted a policy which enabled Iranians to enter the country without a visa … and stay temporarily’.62 The high total active impact of the international context (9) is attributable to asylum flows into Turkey from Iran and Iraq in the 1980s and 90s. The highest total passive impact, the refugee determination system (13), is constituted by the tandem process of registration and refugee status determination that asylum seekers had to follow between the Turkish Police and the UNHCR. Also with a high total passive impact, domestic policy preferences of decision-makers (10) is attributable to Turkey’s continued migration policy focus on nation-building and citizenship, not removing the geographical restriction and, at the time, ‘Officials [being] concerned that militants of the Kurdistan Workers’ Party (PKK) were among [the] asylum seekers [entering from Iraq]’.63 Asylum law (6, 7) is constituted by the three main laws governing the movements
Table 3. Turkish asylum system: impact analysis results for 1988–92.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TURKEY</th>
<th>Asylum law</th>
<th>Refugee determination system</th>
<th>Historical experience</th>
<th>International context</th>
<th>Local capacity</th>
<th>Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers</th>
<th>ACTIVE SUMS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>ACTIVE</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asylum law</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Refugee determination system</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Historical experience</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>International context</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Local capacity</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>PASSIVE SUMS</strong></td>
<td>7</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>44</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
of foreigners in Turkey as well as the 1951 Convention. Local capacity (5, 7) is constituted by the provisional institutions set up to administer and manage the emergency response and support services provided for asylum seekers. With the highest combined active and passive impact scores, the refugee determination system (13, 6) and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers (10, 8) represent critical factors in Turkey’s asylum policy system.

Local capacity and asylum law, as factors, receive the lowest scores in the system, however they both have some impact. Turkey had local capacity, for example, in the form of unused structures such as the temporary apartment blocks in Lice repurposed as the Diyarbakir-Yenikent Shelter, originally built to house earthquake victims. The apartment blocks were used to house 10,000 asylum seekers from Iraq in 1991, including children. Asylum law also had an impact on the system, particularly in the form of maintaining the geographical restriction, and applying the principle of non-refoulement while prioritizing temporariness of the stay of those who sought international protection. Since Iraqi asylum seekers, as non-Europeans, would not be considered for resettlement in Turkey, the role of the UNHCR became central to Turkey’s refugee determination system.

The historical experience of the mass influx from Iran in the earlier part of the 1980s, was based on the rough calculation that Turkey hosted between 600,000 and one million Iranians as they fled to other countries. Despite this experience, Turkey maintained its asylum governance through a collection of laws addressing the movement of foreigners and the domestic policy preferences of decision-makers until the LFIP came into force in 2013. The asylum system persisted in responding to the asylum flows on a provisional basis without developing a targeted policy on responding to mass influx or international protection needs.

The critical factors, those with the highest combined active and passive impact on change (or lack thereof) in the asylum system, are the refugee determination system (13, 6) and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers (10, 8). As critical factors, they have the greatest potential to shift other factors’ impacts in the system. The refugee determination system becomes a critical factor largely due to its high total passive score (13) impacted the most by asylum law, the international context and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers. First, asylum law impacts the refugee determination system through the Law on Settlement which stipulates that only those people entering Turkey as forced migrants and intending to stay temporarily will be considered refugees. Second, the sheer number of asylum seekers entering Turkey, representing impact from the international context, challenged the capacity and efficiency of the refugee determination system. Domestic policy preferences of decision-makers, with a focus on security and concerns over the entry of PKK militants, intensified the need to register each asylum seeker who crossed into Turkey leading to increased pressure
on services. In addition to receiving sizeable impact, the refugee determination system also impacted local capacity in that the requirement to register and manage the influx of asylum seekers resulted in the creation of the provisional Administration Centre, Ministerial role, and further support institutions. Moreover, the refugee determination system, as a two-step application process for asylum seekers hoping to be resettled rather than returning to Iraq, was partially constituted by the UNHCR which ‘had full engagement in terms of exercising its mandate’.67 As such, the UNHCR component of the refugee determination system had an impact on domestic policy preferences of decision-makers in making international refugee status determinations and organizing resettlement options for those asylum seekers whose claims were recognized.

Comparative analysis of ADVIAN scores

Canada and Turkey responded to high pressure situations that stressed the capacity of their existing asylum systems from the 1980s onwards. Turkey received mass influx of Iraqi asylum seekers, who started entering Turkey in 1988 and continued along a punctuated time line through 1991 and thereafter. Canada tried to operate a brand-new functioning IRB developed in response to the Singh Decision of 1985 as well as the large number of backlogged claims that the decision created.

First, Canada and Turkey both opted for institutional reform in responding to asylum claims; however, the reforms were different. Canada opted to create a new institution, the IRB, to address the high number of asylum claims in the late 80s and early 90s. A few years later, in the mid-90s, Turkey introduced the 1994 Regulation to clarify the status determination process for asylum seekers. The Regulation amended the existing legal framework while preserving the existing institutions responsible for the asylum system, and it clarified the division of responsibilities, protocols and procedures regarding the authority of the Turkish state and the roles of the UNHCR and NGOs concerning asylum seekers and refugees in Turkey. The Regulation required that asylum seekers register with the National Police within 5 days of entering Turkey after which they were permitted to file a claim with the UNHCR. Initial registration with the National Police was critical for being able to obtain a valid exit visa should an asylum seeker be qualified for resettlement in a third country.68 Previous to the 1994 Regulation, there had been cases of asylum seekers who entered Turkey without registering with the National Police, effectively illegally, then obtained refugee status determinations through the UNHCR. These cases were discovered when the refugees came to the Turkish border to exit for a third country.69 The 5-day stipulation has been subject to criticism by scholars, NGOs and the international community.70 The Regulation addressed the dilemma of Turkey’s sovereign right to control entry and exit
across its borders as well as ensure appropriate processing of international protection claims by those arriving from Iraq. After a few years in practice, the 5-day stipulation was extended to 10 days in the 1999 amendment to the Regulation. However, the geographical restriction was maintained. Just over a decade later, in 2013, the LFIP came into force, still with the geographical restriction in place.

Second, the timing of the response with respect to amending asylum law was different in both cases. In the Turkish case, as noted above, while there was no immediate regulation in response to the mass influx of Iraqi asylum seekers between 1988 and 1992, in the same period the Bulgarian Turks fleeing persecution in Bulgaria into Turkey merited an immediate amendment, Law No. 3583 (16 June 1989), to the Law on Settlement. This amendment reinforced the spirit of the Law on Settlement by emphasizing Turkish descent as qualification for entry and settlement. Bulgarian Turks were permitted to immigrate based on their Turkish descent and were also assisted with their citizenship acquisition and settlement in the country. In the Canadian context, the Singh case had forced the Supreme Court to reconsider who was afforded a hearing according to the Canadian Constitution. The question rested on who was availed of the right, citizens or all people on Canadian soil? The Court decided the Constitution referred to all people whether they held Canadian citizenship or not. While both countries’ laws were amended, or reinterpreted from experience with unforeseen increase in arrivals, Turkey’s reinterpretation reinforced the focus on Turkish descent for settlement while Canada’s interpretation expanded the application to all people on Canadian soil. The different outcomes of the amendments to existing laws were consistent with the existing domestic policy preferences of decision-makers in identifying the core principles that governed asylum in both countries.

Third, the most striking difference between the ADVIAN tables of both cases is the difference in the sums of the scores for the active and passive factors as 30 for Canada and 44 for Turkey. This variation is a consequence of higher impact scores assigned to each of the factors in the Turkish case compared to the Canadian case. Such higher scores mean that in the Turkish case more influence was being exerted amongst factors creating a more dynamic system. In the Turkish case, there was a collection of laws and regulations governing asylum and a mix of actors, including the UNHCR, cooperating in the implementation of international obligations, leading to increased dynamism in the system. Moreover, lack of a single asylum policy governance agency, institution or structure in the Turkish case meant less institutional learning and memory. Dynamism in the Canadian case is limited to interaction within a set of institutions which leave comparatively little room for discretion and interpretation aside from Supreme Court decisions.
The above analysis points to a stark contrast in how Canada and Turkey responded to immediate high pressure on their asylum systems. However, while the systems have different highest active factors (Canada: asylum law and domestic policy preferences; Turkey: historical experience and international context), their highest passive factors are the same (refugee determination system and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers). Similarly, their two critical factors, those with the highest combined active and passive scores, are the same (refugee determination system and domestic policy preferences of decision-makers). Despite their differences, the impact in the Canada and Turkey cases is received by the same factors and is therefore able to be similarly modified by any changes to those factors. Therefore, this study concludes that changes to either case’s refugee status determination system or domestic policy preferences of decision-makers would have the greatest impact on the entire asylum policy system.

**Conclusion**

This study examines the reasons behind a quandary afflicting the state of affairs in international protection: While numbers of those escaping crisis, conflicts, wars, persecution, and natural disasters increase, industrialized countries willing to accept and resettle asylum seekers and refugees in large numbers decrease. Moreover, high- and middle-income states receiving victims of forced migration, ever more, tend to adopt more restrictive asylum policies; why? This study addresses a major theoretical gap in responding to this question by analyzing evidence at the onset of the trend towards restriction through two diverse cases, Canada and Turkey, for an intense asylum flow period (1988–92) utilizing a complex impact analysis based on the ADVIAN classification scheme.

The findings, first, indicate that the institutional core of the design of a country’s refugee determination system is critical in shaping a country’s policy response to emerging asylum challenges. For example, in response to the 1988–92 asylum flows, Canada maintained the application of the Charter to all on Canadian soil while Turkey safeguarded its application of the geographical restriction to the 1951 Convention as well as the principle of Turkish descent for settlement. Second, domestic policy preferences of decision makers influence the extent to which and in what ways historical experience and international context impact asylum policy change by mediating the process of incorporation of those factors into the policy outputs at a given time in response to a certain challenge. In a similar international context, therefore, policy makers devised distinct domestic policy structures: While Turkey aimed to proceed through the challenge with a provisional administrative structure, Canada introduced a new and permanent institution, the IRB.
Third, the conclusions point out that researchers need to closely examine complex interactions among domestic institutions and variation in the levels of impact of a range of causal factors on asylum policy change. The findings validate that historical experience and backlash to mass influxes of the 1980s may facilitate explaining the emergence of restrictive asylum policies in certain periods, however, only to the extent that domestic policy preferences of decision makers account for them. Hence, comparative studies, such as this one, focusing on time frames of intense international pressures on refugee receiving states are more likely to reveal the foundations of restrictive asylum policies across cases. By doing so, as shown in this study, researchers will be able to identify a range of causal factors, intervening processes and their comparative impact on asylum policy outcomes. Accordingly, studies on asylum policy change will advance beyond explaining current restrictive asylum policy responses through the rise of the ‘radical right’, intensifying hostility toward refugees and/or major economic strain experienced in refugee receiving states, and account for the multifaceted interactions that form the asylum policy domain. Moreover, a dense study of the findings also highlights the significance of examining the origins of restrictive asylum policies for explaining their trajectories over time.

The conclusions of this study also imply that examining the origins of restrictive asylum policies is significant for understanding their trajectories over time for individual states and also for collaborative efforts. The surge in the number of refugees in the post-2011 period accelerated global debates and efforts around developing new collaboration venues for respecting refugee rights such as the New York Declaration for Refugees and Migrants and the Global Compact for Refugees process. Many stakeholders made an impressive effort to contribute to the drafting of the text and highlighted its capacity to redefine international dynamics of international protection toward more respect for refugee rights and reasonable responsibility sharing among all states. The findings of this study reveal that even the advent of an international cooperation mechanism for promoting refugee rights or durable solutions does not diminish the likelihood of persistent restrictive asylum policies of states, or even collaboration for more restrictive measures on asylum among industrialized states. This is because, this study claims, domestic institutions and interactions among them primarily shape asylum policies, and there is a resolve by national preferences for restrictive asylum policies to prevail. Consequently, based on the findings of this study, the need for further research on explaining the origins of the restrictive asylum policies is even more crucial in the current period in order to improve dialogue, collaboration and implementation efforts among IOs, NGOs, the public, and receiving states to construct and sustain a human-rights focused refugee regime.
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